COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
Thursday 5 March 2020, 09:00 – 15:00
Marsh Jackson Lecture Room, The Academy, Level 4, YDH

AGENDA
Action

Presenter

Time

Enclosure

1

Welcome and Apologies for Absence

To Note

Paul von der Heyde 09:00

Verbal

2

Declarations of Interest Relating to Items on the
Agenda

To Note

Paul von der Heyde

Verbal

3

Minutes from 5 December 2019 and to Discuss any To Approve Paul von der Heyde 09:05
Actions/Matters Arising

4

Non- Executive Director Appointment

To Approve Paul von der Heyde 09:10

Verbal

5

KMPG Contract Extension Recommendation

To Approve Ben Edgar-Attwell 09:20

Appendix 2

6

Fit for my Future Mental Health Consultation
Update

To Receive

7

Executive Report

8

Andrew Keefe

Appendix 1

09:30

Presentation

To Receive Jonathan Higman

09:55

Appendix 3

Governor Quality and Operational Performance
To Receive Jonathan Higman
Dashboard, Update on Financial Performance and
Shelagh Meldrum
Patient Experience Report
Sarah James

10:10

Appendix 4

Tea/Coffee Break – 10:35 -10:50
9

Update on Operational Plan 2020/21

To Receive

Sarah James

10:50

Presentation

10 Quality Account Priorities

To Receive

Bernice Cooke

11:15

Presentation

11 Governor Indicator

To Discuss Ben Edgar-Attwell 11:35

12 Feedback from Govern Well Member and Public
Engagement Training Course (Bristol 12th
February 2020)

To Receive

Tony Robinson

11:45

Presentation

13 Staff Survey

To Receive

Tracy Jones

12:05

Presentation

14 NED Update and Board Assurance Committee
updates*:
• Governance Committee
• Audit Committee
• Workforce Committee

To Receive

NEDs
Committee
Attendees

12:15

Verbal

15 Governor Committees and Working Groups**:
• Membership and Communications
• Strategy and Performance
• Patient Experience
• Board Attendance
• Governor Walkarounds

To Receive

Tony Robinson
12:35
Tony Robinson
Janette Cronie
Governor Attendees

Verbal

Appendix 5

16 Any Other Business and Close of Meeting

To Note

All

12:55

Verbal

17 Date and Time of Future Meeting:

To Note

All

13:00

Verbal

Paul von der Heyde 13:00

Verbal

Thursday 11 June 2020, Marsh Jackson Lecture Room,
The Academy, Level 4, YDH

18 Exclusion of the Public
To RESOLVE that representatives of the press and other
members of the public be excluded from the remainder of
the meeting due to the confidential nature of the business
to be transacted, publicity on which would be prejudicial to
the public interest.

19 Review of Meeting by Governors
An opportunity for governors to consider the matters
presented in the meeting in the absence of the officers of
the Trust, and to confirm that the governors have received
sufficient information to enable them to discharge their
statutory duties.

Verbal

COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
Minutes of the Council of Governors held on
5 December 2019, Marsh Jackson, Level 4, YDH
Present:

Paul von der Heyde
Tony Robinson
Virginia Membrey
Janette Cronie
Mick Beales
Roger Wharton
Nigel Stone
Sue Bulley
Sue Brown
John Webster
Alan Harrison
Peter Shorland
Paul Porter
Julie Reeve
Fiona Rooke
Michael Fernando
Sekhar Thananki
Faye Purbrick
Lou Evans

Chairman
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Staff Governor
Staff Governor
Staff Governor
Staff Governor
Partnership Governor
Appointed Governor

In Attendance:

Jonathan Higman
Shelagh Meldrum
Ben Edgar-Attwell
Simon Sethi
Maurice Dunster
Jane Henderson
Graham Hughes
Sian Parsons

Chief Executive
Deputy Chief Executive and Chief Nurse
Company Secretary
Chief Operating Officer
Non- Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Executive PA

Apologies:

Alison Whitman
Jennie Flory
David Recardo
Martyn Scrivens
Nigel Stone

Public Governor
Public Governor
Appointed Governor
Non-Executive Director
Public Governor

Ref:
301920

No:
1
1.1

1.2

Action
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
The Chairman welcomed those in attendance. Apologies were noted as above.
The Chairman welcomed Sarah James, Chief Financial Officer following her
appointment in October 2019.
The Chairman informed the Council that further to an outstanding interview and
unanimous decision by the interview panel, Meridith Kane was successful in the
appointment of Chief Medical Director and would be taking over this position from
Dr Tim Scull as of 1 December 2019. Dr Tim Scull will remain at the Trust
continuing his clinical commitments alongside the role of Clinical Lead for
Transformation.

311920

2
2.1

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST RELATING TO ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Paul von der Heyde advised there were no further declarations to note from those
previously declared as follows:
• Trustee and Adviser Howlands Furniture Group, Office Furniture Manufacturer
• Sister-in-law is the sister of Dr Ali Parsa who is the Founder and Chief
Executive Officer of Babylon Healthcare Services
• Director of The Worshipful Company of Furniture Makers’ Charitable Funds
incorporating the Furnishing Trades Benevolent Association
• Director and Shareholder of Herswell Consulting
• Chairman of Psoriasis and Psoriatic Arthritis Alliance & PAPAA Enterprises
Ltd
• Director and Shareholder of Sweetfish Limited
• Chairman of Axminster Tool Centre Limited

321920

3
3.1

MINUTES FROM 5 SEPTEMBER 2019 AND MATTERS ARISING
The minutes of the meeting held on 5 September 2019 were approved as a true
and accurate record. There were no outstanding matters arising noting all actions
were complete.

331920

4

4.1

STAFFING AND WORKFORCE UPDATE
Safe Staffing update:
Jo Howarth and Sarah Nurrish delivered a Safe Staffing presentation to the
Council noting this data is reported to the Board on a monthly basis via the
Performance Quadrant.

4.2

Sarah Nurrish, Ward Sister, advised of the national acuity tool embedded in the
Trust, which is used to measure patient demand and acuity. This determines a
patient score ranging between 0-4 to provide a level of understanding of the
required staffing ratios and process for escalation. There is a national requirement
to demonstrate a Safe Staffing Policy and methodology against decision making
to satisfy regulators.

4.3

Roger Wharton asked the thoughts of those members of staff having to move
wards to accommodate demand. Sarah Nurrish advised there had been some
resistance previously due to familiarity, however, wherever possible staff are kept
within the same specialty whilst ensuring the appropriate skill mix resulting in a
reduction in vacancies and turnover and staff being moved on a less frequent
basis.

4.4

Jo Howarth reported on the nursing transfer window available to staff that ensures
transition in a controlled way and provides relevant experience.

4.5

There is a safeguard in place to ensure the Working Time Directive (WTD) is not
breached, whereby the rules within the E-Rostering system will not allow staff to
pick up additional bank shifts if there has been a period of sickness and data
shows the average-working week is within the Working Time Directive.

4.6

Jo Howarth stated that in comparison across the county the Trust are in a strong
position and work is underway with a Task and finish Group to review the use of
temporary staffing, noting the intention to harmonise the process across the two
acute providers.

4.7

The Council thanked Jo Howarth and Sarah Nurrish for the update.
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Recent Achievements and Recognition:
Shelagh Meldrum provided an update on recent awards and accreditations as
follows:

4.9

Ambulatory Emergency Care (AEC), covering all aspects of anti-coagulation and
a new screening programme, received “highly commended” noting they were
against some large Trusts.

4.10

Peter Carr Innovation Award. This award was won in collaboration with the
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG); it brings with it a substantial amount of
funding to undertake work in relation to recognising deterioration of patients in
nursing homes and links with GPs.

4.11

Recruitment and Retention Award. Shelagh Meldrum and Mark Appleby were
guest speakers. This was an incredible success with positive feedback resulting
in requests from two other trusts for YDH to assist with recruitment.

4.12

JAG: Due to the rigorous process and the long list of requirements for this, a
number of organisations are no longer JAG accredited. It was noted that the
Trust are the only NHS provider in Somerset who has this accreditation, however,
Shepton Mallet hold this accreditation and are therefore able to alleviate the
screening demand from TSFT. Paul Porter informed that without JAG
accreditation status then no endoscopy screening can be undertaken.

4.13

The Cancer Team has received a 3-year CHKS national accreditation aligned
with the Care Quality Commission (CQC), which has been achieved with no
recommendations for change.

5
5.1

EXECUTIVE REPORT
The circulated Executive Report was noted. In addition, Jonathan Higman gave
the Council an update on the 4-year plan submitted to NHSE/I outlining how
Somerset will transform services in line with the NHS Long Term Plan.

5.2

To achieve this, the focus is on shifting the settings of care to provide more care
in the community with hospital based services only at a time when absolutely
required. In order to achieve this, there has been investment in community-based
services and specifically Mental Health services across the county whilst at the
same time, ensuring the system returns to a financial balance.

5.3

The plans have been well received by the Regulators in context of others
submitted across the South West. NHSE/I are coming together into one
organisation in parallel to this, which will be helpful.

5.4

The next element is an Integrated Care System (ICS) and how services are
organised and delivered in Somerset, which the Long Term Plan (LTP) will set out
with the ambition that every system becomes an ICS by 2021. The current
Sustainability and Transformation Partnership will become the ICS.
Consideration is required as to what this means for both the Commissioning and
Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and Council as to how they might come
together to form one strategic commissioner across Somerset followed by how
YDH work much more collaboratively with other Providers. Over the next six
months, options will be considered as to how this will be progressed noting the
proposal of a committee to drive forward what this may look like and the work
required. Jonathan Higman advised that development updates would be provided
over the coming months.
Tony Robinson queried any possible changes to the governor structure within
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5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

5.10

5.11

5.12

foundation trusts. Paul von der Heyde informed this had not been addressed and
no changes were anticipated in the near future; it is important to recognise that
Governors have a significant input the to the Trust and their public voice will likely
remain. Jonathan Higman stated that conversations are ongoing across the 44
Partnerships across the NHS noting there was nothing on statute that changes
legislation at this point in time.
Primary Care are coming together through the development of Primary Care
Networks (PCN), which will form part of the ICS. A PCN in essence is the coming
together of a population of approximately 30,000 patients with the GP Practices
within the communities to adopt a collaborative approach with incentive monies
and direct resource available. Through the PCN and engagement with Primary
Care, they will look at a model for “on the day” urgent Primary Care noting this is
fundamentally a significant issue, which impacts on the Trust and system.
In terms of the operational status of the hospital, there has been a recent influx of
ambulances between the periods of 17:00- 20:00, the majority of which were
emergencies referred by GPs and a combination of walk ins. Ambulatory
Emergency Care can be utilised for GP referrals and those presenting with
manageable conditions within ED. Pressure is translating into 4-hour performance
acknowledging the Trust were still one of the top performing organisations in the
country and was maintaining this position. The Trust’s engagement and support is
crucial and participation from all departments is key.
Jonathan Higman reported on the capital allocation of £1.25m received for ED to
be spent within this financial year noting the challenge to develop a detailed plan,
which will incorporate a long-term plan for capacity with ED. AEC has been
incredibly successful, acknowledging the need to expand is crucial. Work has
been undertaken to work up a range of capital schemes in anticipation of a
national capital monies announcements in the future.
Continuing iCARE week and raising profile awareness
iCARE enabling week focussed on therapies and raising awareness to support
people to get well in the hospital reducing admission time and earlier discharge.
The Trust’s iCARE awards also took place on 22nd November 2019 and the
extraordinary efforts by staff and volunteers was recognised.
Staff Survey
The response rate for the staff survey is currently at 72%, which is an increase on
last year and an update is awaited as to how this figure rates nationally. Shelagh
Meldrum reported that these are the high-level figures with benchmark figures by
the different areas to be received around January 2020. It is anticipated that the
focus last year will reflect an improvement this year. A full update will be
presented to the Council of Governors in the new year.
Cookson’s Court
This week marks the fourth anniversary of Cookson’s Court at Somerset Care.
This started as a winter initiative partnership between YDH and Somerset Care,
and became embedded into Home First. It was noted that further consideration is
required to expand this service for re-ablement.
The annual Memorial Service took place on Sunday 24 November 2019. Many
compliments had been received regarding the End of Life service.
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6
6.1

GOVERNOR QUALITY AND OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD
AND AN UPDATE ON FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
The Quality and Operational Performance dashboard circulated with the papers
was noted. Paul von der Heyde asked the Council whether they had any rising
queries or questions in relation to the dashboard.

6.2

Shelagh Meldrum highlighted exceptions from the report. The Trust has reported
a drop in ED 4 hour target over the last few months, which may well continue due
to winter pressures. Despite this, YDH continues to maintain a good position
nationally whilst acknowledging this was a tough target to achieve. Because of
this, there is a risk to the need to utilise escalation areas as patient flow is
affected. In October, escalation areas were opened which included switching the
Kingston Wing and Ward 6A, some of which is scheduled in a planned way over
the Christmas period to avoid breaching the Ward 6A orthopaedic criteria.

6.3

Shelagh Meldrum informed of the complexities of opening Jasmine Ward as the
escalation ward, due to the criteria of females only, whilst running gynaecology
and colposcopy day services and this by default limits numbers.

6.4

Tony Robinson highlighted the increase in cancer dermatology referrals. Shelagh
Meldrum reiterated this was a problematic area as a result of individual
preference of some to work in large centres. The increase in 2-week cancer
referrals in this specialty was noted. Part of the national policy is for earlier
detection, which in turn leads to increased referral rates. Performance has been
sustained for a long period however; YDH is the only acute provider of 2-week
urgent referrals within Somerset following the closure of this service 2 years ago
at T&SFT. There are now five Specialist Nurses in Dermatology, one of which is
undergoing training as an Operating Nurse. The opportunities of the Trust to
centralise this service were noted acknowledging the risk and requirement of
active decision-making.

6.5

Financial performance
Sarah James provided an overview of the financial position for Month 7 noting a
small variation from plan in the region of £50,000. The factors contributing to this
were the additional costs in a number of areas (medical staff, high cost drugs and
escalation). There have been an increase in pressures in the second part of the
year noting the last quarter remains a challenge with a risk of not hitting the
financial plan in its entirety and with that brings a potential loss of national support
funding. Finances and expenditure continue to be scrutinised to ensure that all
actions are being taken to offset some additional costs.

6.6

Sarah advised that if the target plan were met, then national funding would be
received to offset the deficit resulting in a break-even position. Jonathan Higman
advised the allocation of this additional support funding would reduce next year to
£14.6m tapering off to £4m over a 4-year period.

6.7

With regard to Symphony Healthcare Services (SHS), the Trust’s primary care
subsidiary company, there have been savings made for the wider Somerset
system as a direct result. However, the company does currently have financial
challenges and there is a need to ensure SHS is as efficient as it can be. There
has been good dialogue between SHS, CCG and the Trust with the CCG
providing some additional support to those challenged practices. There is a link
between the effectiveness of SHS practices in terms of presentation to ED, which
is measured in utilisation of hospital beds. This demonstrates a growth of 6% in
bed-based demand for practices outside of South Somerset and the SHS models
of care. In South Somerset, there has been a reduction of 13%. Within whole
cohort of South Somerset, SHS practices are reducing acute demand.
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7
7.1

PATIENT EXPERIENCE REPORT
Jonathan Higman and Shelagh Meldrum presented the Patient Experience Report
and activities to the Council. Shelagh Meldrum reported an increase in the
response rate noting the options available of both paper and online although the
Trust are encouraging people to use the online version.

7.2

Shelagh Meldrum informed to date there were no trends to highlight. She
explained the average level of formal complaints received is approximately two to
five a month. Only two formal complaints had been received during October
noting the lowest levels recorded and lower than the national average. It was
noted that ED was an area that is performing exceptionally well both in the survey
and via social media alongside Ward 6A who had received many compliments
and a low level of complaints.

7.3

Work is ongoing with the Patient and Liaison Service Team (PALS) as to the
categorisation of concerns recognising that previously all correspondence was
logged within this category. An example provided is whereby a query relating to
an appointment date would had been incorporated within this. The aim of this
exercise is to ensure a true reflection of concerns received.

8
8.1

YEOVIL HOSPITAL CHARITY UPDATE:
James Kirton presented a verbal and video update to the Council on the activities
of the Charity. The team consists of two individuals assisted by a large group of
volunteer fundraisers. James Kirton referenced the legacy scheme, which had
also provided extraordinary support.

8.2

An appeal had been recently launched to fundraise for the construction of a
Breast Cancer Unit; this will incorporate breast Radiology services. The figure
raised at present is £1.245m with further pledges received from the Rotary Club
and Leonardos. Support has also been received from the Mayor of Yeovil.

8.3

The Council extended thanks to James Kirton, the Team and all the Fundraisers
for their continued support and hard work.

9
9.1

WINTER PLANNING UPDATE:
Simon Sethi attended the meeting to provide an overview of the Winter Plan
2019/20, which highlighted the mitigating actions for winter noting the Trust is
currently within the top two performers for 4-hour ED waiting times. Urgent care
non-elective admission shows an increase of 7-8% compared to last year
recognising the large cohort of patients going through service redesign to reduce
patient length of stay where appropriate.

9.2

ED attendances and demand show an increase of 8% and over three years, by
28%, noting current configuration of ED was built to accommodate less than half
the numbers attending. Length of stay (LoS) shows a decrease of 12% compared
to previous year. The average LoS is 3.66 days compared to 5.3 in 2016 and this
is because of a continued focus on regular ward rounds, diagnostics and social
care to ensure assessments are undertaken quickly. Two key drivers for the
minor presentations to ED are a result of the unavailability of access to primary
care together with an ageing population with increased co-morbidities, which can
lead to admission.

9.3

Roger Wharton raised the suggestion of a bonus incentive payment for Home
Care staff during the first week if they are able to manage patients at home.
Simon Sethi responded that this would not be advocated, as some people may
need to be readmitted and this could potentially raise concerns with patient care.
6|Page
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10

10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

391920

NON- EXECUTIVE AND BOARD ASSURANCE COMMITTEE UPDATES:
Governance and Quality Assurance Committee
Jane Henderson gave an update following the most recent Governance and
Quality Assurance Committee held on 21 October. This meeting received a
report from the Clinical Research Team noting a positive Care Quality
Commission review and the highest levels of patient recruitment on the research
programme; feedback received shows the department is thriving. Caroline
Osborne had presented a lung cancer peer review report highlighting many
examples of good practice. There was a concern raised regarding the lack of
consultant cover, which was acknowledged noting any gaps would be resolved
through the use of Specialist Nurses. New practices to replace the existing
Deprivation of Liberty (DoLs) process are due to come into effect as of October
2020 and secondary legislation and guidance is expected shortly.
Audit Committee
Paul von der Heyde informed of discussions regarding the internal audit review of
the governance structure in order to provide clarity of purpose. A small number of
recommendations were made, including the review of committee attendees and
meeting frequency.
KPMG had presented their a benchmarking report highlighting that financially the
trust remains one of the more challenged trusts however, in other areas rated as
outstanding.
Workforce Committee
Maurice Dunster provided an update from the Workforce Committee. The
meeting received a General Medical Council survey and Guardian of Safe
Working Report. This highlighted that trainees require additional support. Going
forward exception reports are being completed when they have worked over
allocated roster hours or whereby they miss education opportunities. Two of
those exception reports raised immediate concerns; these have been reviewed
and addressed by the Education Committee.

10.5

The current trend shows overall numbers of exception reports are increasing with
a peak at the beginning of the training cycle and a new rota cycle has been
implemented to ensure greater support for trainees during the first 8 weeks. This
will continue to be monitored.

10.6

Nurse recruitment, staff turnover and sickness rates are very good as is reflected
within the staff survey.

11

11.1

11.2

GOVERNOR COMMITTEES AND WORKING GROUPS
Membership and Communications Working Group
Tony Robinson advised the Council of the recent updates from the meeting held
on 10 October and the primary objective to recruit a cohort of new members
within the aged 49 and under bracket. Tony asked the Council to give some
thought as to any local events involving the Community that they could attend.
Discussions are ongoing with Yeovilton RNAS regarding attendance at any
forthcoming family days.
Further to the trial in August and September, the “Recite me” app is now available
via the public website providing additional accessibility facilities. Tony advised
this function was a tool capable of translating information into a multitude of
languages.
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11.3

11.4

11.5

11.6

401920
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12
12.1

A Governors portal is now available on the website and can be accessed for
induction packs, connect bulletins etc. At present, the feedback is not captured
from Governors’ walkarounds – this would be reviewed for potential to upload to
the portal for all governors to see. A Christmas Newsletter will be circulated to all
members shortly.
Strategy and Performance Working Group
Tony Robinson informed the Council of discussions held regarding the ICS
development led by Jonathan Higman. The Pharmacy Robot is now in situ and it
was suggested a visit be arranged in the New Year upon completion of the
dispensary redesign. The Committee received a briefing on the Winter, Flu and
Brexit plans along with an update following Macmillan week.
Patient Experience
Janette Cronie updated on the purchase of new patient lockers for the wards
following a trial period purchased by League of Friends (LoF). Jeanette updated
on her experience following a visit to the Esther Café, which she found emotional
and urged all to attend if the opportunity arose. Discussions are ongoing to
determine the feasibility of attendance of some doctors and the possibility of
showing a video to include on inductions days.
Board attendance
Paul von der Heyde advised that a number of Governors had attended the Board
in the last quarter, which was pleasing and asked if there was anything they
wished to share or feedback. Roger Wharton expressed how informative and
enjoyable he found the meetings. Ben Edgar-Attwell informed the Council that he
would be renewing the schedule of attendees for the Board, which will also be
available via the Governors portal.

BEA

ANY OTHER BUSINESS AND CLOSE OF MEETING
John Webster queried the dates of meetings as a member of this Committee as
he did not have any diarised for 2020. Ben Edgar-Attwell advised that a few
meetings had indeed been cancelled and agreed to clarify the rotation with
Clinical Governance.

BEA

12.2

Tony Robinson informed of the lack of chairs within the ED waiting area. Shelagh
Meldrum advised that the League of Friends had received legacy monies and
would like to support which will be progressed with Estates and Facilities.

12.3

A Somerset Health Card is now available to help direct patients to services
specific to them. 15,000 have been distributed across the wider system funded
by the CCG. The Council were provided with some cards for wider circulation.

12.4

Jonathan updated the Council on a recent visit by RNAS recruits to the Trust as
part of a training programme. This was a very successful visit and will be
replicated on a regular basis on a smaller scale.

12.5

Ben Edgar-Attwell informed of the next date for Governors Surgery on Tuesday
17th December and requested a volunteer between 10:00-12:00.

12.6

Paul von der Heyde announced this was the last Council of Governors meeting
for Sekhar Thananki and thanked him for his proactive participation.

13

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT FUTURE MEETINGS
Thursday 5 March 2020, Marsh Jackson Lecture Room, The Academy, Level 4
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REPORT TO:

Council of Governors

REPORT BY:

Ben Edgar-Attwell, Company Secretary

PRESENTED BY:

Ben Edgar-Attwell, Company Secretary

EXEC SPONSOR:

Sarah James, Chief Finance Officer

REPORT TITLE:

Contract extension recommendation report for the provision of an
external audit service to Yeovil District Hospital NHS Foundation
Trust

DATE:

5 March 2020

Purpose of Paper (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☐ For Assurance

☒ For Approval / Decision

☐ For Information

Reason for Presentation to
Committee/Board

The NHS Act 2006 mandates that every NHS foundation trust must
have an external auditor that is appointed by the Council of
Governors. This task is supported by the expertise and upon the
recommendation of the Audit Committee. This paper outlines a
recommendation from the Audit Committee for the existing contract
with KPMG to be extended for a further nine month period in order to
align with partners within the Somerset Sustainability and
Transformation Partnership.

Any Key Issues to Note

Links to Strategic Priorities / Board Assurance Framework
(Please select any which are impacted on / relevant to this paper)
☐ Care for our Population

☐ Develop our People

☐ Innovate and Collaborate

☒ Develop a Sustainable System

Implications/Requirements (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☒ Financial

☒ Legislation

☐ Workforce

☐ Estates

☐ ICT

☐ Patient Safety / Quality

Reference to CQC domains (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☐ Safe

☒ Effective

☐ Caring

☐ Responsive

Is this paper clear for release under the Freedom of Information Act 2000?

☒ Well Led
☒ Yes

☐ No

1.

Introduction

1.1.

The NHS Act 2006 mandates that every NHS foundation trust must have an external
auditor that is appointed by the Council of Governors. This task is supported by the
expertise and upon the recommendation of the Audit Committee (on which at YDH
there are governor observers). The external auditor has statutory duties to ensure
that the Trust’s annual accounts are prepared in accordance with all relevant
directions/statutory provisions and that the Trust is using its resources economically,
efficiently and effectively.

1.2.

The current contract was awarded to KPMG commencing 1st October 2016 via the
Crown Commercial Services framework RM1502 using a mini competition. This
contract was awarded for a period of two years with the option to extend for a further
2 x 12 months. The two years extension option has been utilised.

1.3.

The current contract for both Taunton and Somerset NHS Foundation Trust and
Somerset Partnership NHS Foundation Trust were also awarded separately to KPMG
using Lot 2 of the Crown Commercial Services Framework RM3745. This contract
was awarded for a period of 3 years plus a 12 months extension option. The contract
commenced on 1st July 2018 and is therefore due to expire on the 30th June 2021.
The implementation of an interim contract for YDH would therefore align all of the
contract end dates to enable an STP approach to market. There is, however, the
option for TST/SPFT to extend for a further 12 month period as stated above and
which if utilised, would again misalign the contracts and supersede the opportunity for
all Trusts to jointly retender the requirement. This action by TST will depend on
whether all Trusts adhere to the STP model and agree to collaborate going forward.

1.4.

The Audit Committee considered the activities and service provided by KPMG.
There was agreement that KPMG provide a good service and allow a degree of
flexibility in completion of their work in reviewing the financial accounts for the YDH
FT Group (including subsidiary companies).

2.

Recommendation

2.1

Upon advice from the Procurement Department and based on the good level of
service provided by KPMG, the Audit Committee recommend that YDH utilise the
tender waiver process for the period of 9 months to align with the TST/SPFT contract
term. The intention is to then seek to award a new contract for all Trusts via a mini
competition process to align to the STP model. This recommendation is made on the
basis that the STP Board are in agreement and that the TST/SPFT extension option
is not processed. This interim contract will at least allow us time to establish a
strategy.

2.2

The value of the interim contract is in the region of £70k per annum excluding Vat.

Appendix:
REPORT TO:

Council of Governors

REPORT BY:

Executive Team

PRESENTED BY:

Jonathan Higman, Chief Executive

EXEC SPONSOR:

Jonathan Higman, Chief Executive

REPORT TITLE:

Executive Director Report

DATE:

5 March 2020

3

th

Purpose of Paper (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☒ For Assurance

☐ For Approval / Decision

☒ For Information

Reason for Presentation to
Committee/Board

The Executive Director Report to the Council of Governors includes
matters of topical importance and key business items. It is also an
opportunity for the Executive Team to highlight achievements and to
provide updates on the latest developments within the Trust.
The Council are asked to note the key items within this report. A
verbal report of other matters of importance may also be provided.

Any Key Issues to Note

Links to Strategic Priorities / Board Assurance Framework
(Please select any which are impacted on / relevant to this paper)
☒ Care for our Population

☒ Develop our People

☒ Innovate and Collaborate

☒ Develop a Sustainable System

Implications/Requirements (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☒ Financial

☒ Legislation

☒ Workforce

☒ Estates

☒ ICT

☒ Patient Safety / Quality

Reference to CQC domains (Please select any which are relevant to this paper)
☒ Safe

☒ Effective

☒ Caring

☒ Responsive

Is this paper clear for release under the Freedom of Information Act 2000?

☒ Well Led
☒ Yes

☐ No

Operational Update
Winter plans have been fully implemented from January with good effect. This included
Jasmine ward opening as planned to provide additional bed capacity as well as a range of
actions to ensure prompt review of the increased patients attending ED and being admitted.
The hospital has had several days under significant pressure at OPEL4 which has been well
managed by clinical teams to ensure patient care remains safe.
Relevant Committee Oversight:

Board of Directors, Hospital Management Team

Flu Vaccination Update
As of 28 February 2020, the Trust has vaccinated 74.65% of staff who work in a clinical
frontline position. This is our highest figure in the recent history of YDH Flu Vaccination
campaigns (last year we finished at 71%).
Relevant Committee Oversight:

Board of Directors, Hospital Management Team

Consultation on the future of Somerset's acute mental health inpatient beds
for people of working age
Consultation into the future of Somerset’s inpatient mental health beds – the first
consultation launched by the county’s Fit for my Future programme – has now gone live.
The consultation includes a preferred option of moving mental health beds from St Andrews
Ward in Wells to Rowan Ward in Yeovil. It is vitally important that feedback is captured from
the public and staff working in Somerset’s health and social care system. The full evidence
it’s available on the CCG’s website if you follow the link
here: https://www.fitformyfuture.org.uk/.
The consultation closes on 12 April 2020 and the CCG will publish a full report soon
afterwards once they have reviewed all the feedback.

Engagement programme on community-based health and care services and
urgent care within Somerset
On Thursday 30 January, the CCG’s Governing Body launched a new engagement
programme to gather feedback from local people about providing care closer to home, to
consider where practical, providing services closer to where they live, to support
independence and maintaining health.
In addition, they will be sharing why the current services need to change and the challenges
they face in continuing to run them.
The Fit for my Future programme is being promoted through a number of pre-recordings with
Dr Alex Murray for the BBC Somerset news bulletins, along with a number of associated
events planned to help promote the exercise including listening events in local libraries,
Somerset Engagement and Advisory group and League of Friends involvement, plus dropins at community hospitals. The engagement programme closes on the 12th of April and will
follow with a published full report soon after, once they have reviewed all the feedback.
More information on the Fit for My Future Programme can be found
here: https://www.fitformyfuture.org.uk/.

Patients to benefit from funding boost to Yeovil Hospital’s Emergency
Department and other services
Thousands of people needing emergency treatment and care in Somerset and Dorset will
benefit from a £1.1million extension to Yeovil Hospital’s emergency department (A&E) this
year. The new emergency department development will increase the capacity of the
department and add new bays in which patients are assessed and treated. It will also see a
new space created for children and young people requiring a CAMHS assessment.
Demand on Yeovil’s emergency department has risen sharply in recent years – and
continues to rise. In the last three years there’s been a 28% increase in the number of
patients attending the department.
“We have a very high performing emergency department here in Yeovil Hospital,” said Chief
Executive, Jonathan Higman. “But maintaining our performance in key areas like waiting
times and ambulance handovers, which make a big difference to patients, has become
increasingly difficult as demand continues to increase.
“This funding will allow us to expand the size of the department, with more bays to
accommodate patients who need to be assessed and treated.
“I’m also very pleased that we can now create a bespoke, dedicated assessment room
within the department, where our team can work with children who present with an emotional
or mental health concern.
“An emergency department can be a worrying place to visit for a child, with lots of noise and
activity. This new, quiet space will allow our specialist staff to work with these children, so we
can better assess and support them at what can be a very difficult time.”
A further £100k will also allow the Trust to create a new, larger space for its Integrated
Discharge Team, bringing Trust staff and social workers into a single shared department and
enabling them to support patients’ return home more effectively.

Financial Times
Financial Times journalist Sarah Neville
visited the hospital recently, following the
publication of data which showed us to be
one of the best performing trusts in the
country against the emergency
department four-hour wait standard.
This was a great opportunity for us to
discuss the approaches and culture
which enable us to maintain patient flow
across the trust. Sarah interviewed Chief
Operating Officer Simon Sethi, ED
Consultant and Clinical Director Jon
Tipping, Deputy Director of Urgent Care
and Patient Flow Mandy Carney and
Nurse Consultant Julie Reeve.
The article was published Monday 30 December 2019 and appeared online.

CQC Maternity Survey Results
Maternity services at Yeovil have been rated as better than the national average in a survey
just published by the Care Quality Commission (CQC).
In the questionnaire sent out to those that gave birth under the care of the maternity service
at Yeovil Hospital during January and February 2019, women rated their care against a

range of questions concerning their maternity journey, from antenatal to birth, and through to
postnatal care.
The results showed that the maternity service performed better than other Trusts, with
women feeling they had more involvement in decisions around their care during labour and
birth and had the opportunity to ask questions throughout their experience. The Yeovil
maternity team also scored highly when women were asked about their experiences of being
discharged home and the standard of the information and support provided. All women
(100% of those surveyed) felt they were treated with respect and dignity and reported they
had confidence and trust in the staff during labour and birth. In addition, 99% felt they were
involved enough in decisions about their care.
These excellent survey results come on the back of last year’s CQC inspection report, which
rated the maternity service as good overall with an outstanding rating for caring.

Yeovil Hospital - Celebrating the International Year of the Nurse and Midwife
To commemorate the 200th birthday of Florence Nightingale, organisations across the world
will be celebrating the first International Year of the Nurse and Midwife. We will be joining
with local, regional and national partners (NHS and non-NHS), to tell our own stories and
open people’s eyes to the reality of life working as a nurse or midwife in 2020.
Current and forthcoming programme of activities and resources:
• Photography gallery and exhibition: ‘Through my eyes…’
“The triumphs and tribulations, tears and laughter of being an NHS nurse or midwife in
2020, told through the eyes of Yeovil Hospital staff.”
• The Yeovil Hospital Podcasts
Launch of the Trust’s very own podcast channel with a monthly series of conversations
with colleagues representing the diversity of out nursing and midwifery workforce.
• Video-Blogs
Our new series of ‘Day-in-my-life’ video blogs starts soon, giving a glimpse into the life of
our nurses and midwives.
• Twitter ‘Takeover’
Nurses and Midwives will take over the reins of our Trust twitter account to share their
views and experiences with our thousands of followers.
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Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators
January 20
Mortality

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

72

46

54

61

67

51

59

40

62

48

77

72

0.89

0.86

0.85

0.84

0.88

0.87

0.87

0.85

0.85

--

--

--

Crude mortality rate (Deaths/Discharges)

1.90%

1.20%

1.34%

1.53%

1.68%

1.23%

1.46%

1.02%

1.43%

1.18%

1.90%

1.78%

Safety

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

Number of Inpatient Deaths
Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio
(HSMR)

Total C.Difficile Cases

0

1

1

1

2

4

1

2

0

0

0

0

C.Difficile Cases due to Lapses in Care

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

MRSA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Patient Falls

92

72

92

56

67

56

62

68

64

73

60

69

Pressure Ulcers (Grade 2+)

4

5

1

10

5

1

2

4

3

5

5

7

A&E
A&E Attendances

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

4396

4939

4774

5018

4891

5251

5075

4914

5112

4707

5248

4820

A&E Attendances - % Inc/Dec vs LY

10.60%

10.44%

8.80%

6.12%

6.01%

6.17%

8.03%

7.78%

8.59%

7.53%

7.56%

7.40%

A&E - % Patients Discharged within 4Hrs

95.06%

96.78%

95.48%

96.57%

96.14%

95.73%

95.98%

94.87%

92.39%

94.79%

92.74%

93.28%

Ambulance Handovers < 30 mins

99.86%

99.93%

99.87%

99.93%

99.80%

99.86% 100.00% 99.80%

99.94%

99.87% 100.00% 100.00%

788

925

857

867

958

1133

991

939

1069

927

1015

763

17.93%

18.73%

17.95%

17.28%

19.59%

21.58%

19.53%

19.11%

20.91%

19.69%

19.34%

15.83%

Unnecessary ED Attendances
Unnecessary ED Attendances Rate

Trend

Trend

Trend
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Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators (2)
January 20
Admissions

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

Total Admissions (including Emergency)

3900

4250

4099

4258

4095

4323

4176

4100

4556

4324

4150

4377

Total Elective Admissions

1846

2040

1974

2055

2040

2073

1973

1962

2187

2163

1792

2015

Daycase Admissions

1612

1710

1720

1804

1816

1841

1750

1725

1919

1918

1565

1818

Daycase Rate

87.32% 83.82% 87.13% 87.79% 89.02% 88.81% 88.70% 87.92% 87.75% 88.67% 87.33% 90.22%

Efficiency

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

2.21

2.26

2.25

2.22

2.15

2.1

2.2

2.18

2.1

2.08

2.02

2.18

3.53%

2.79%

2.98%

2.59%

2.63%

3.53%

3.30%

3.11%

3.39%

3.00%

4.20%

3.39%

Average Length of Stay (Elective)

2.40

1.90

2.06

2.43

1.80

1.96

1.81

2.36

2.19

1.85

2.11

1.79

Average Length of Stay (Non-Elective)

4.13

3.78

4.11

4.02

3.94

3.92

3.66

3.80

3.75

4.36

4.01

4.29

1st to follow up ratio (1:n)
Proportion of Overnight Discharges
(10pm - 7am)

RTT

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

18wksRTT - Incomplete Pathways

90.78% 90.53% 89.82% 90.19% 90.74% 90.79% 90.40% 89.49% 89.35% 89.56% 89.23% 88.69%

18wksRTT - Incomplete Pathways Local
Trajectory

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

Trend

Trend

Trend

90.53% 89.82% 89.09% 88.08% 87.81% 87.14% 86.44% 86.15% 85.36% 84.33% 83.75%
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Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators (3)
January 20
Patient Experience

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

F&F Test - % Extremely Likely
& Likely to Recommend

92.98% 95.72% 97.83% 97.95% 98.80% 98.49% 98.09% 97.17% 97.33% 97.84% 97.94% 99.41%

F&F Test - Response rate
Number of Complaints

8.68% 14.24%

8.11%

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

8.42% 14.45% 13.37% 16.46% 13.83% 14.58% 14.34% 11.14% 15.23%

5

4

5

8

5

4

5

7

2

4

2

8

57

108

91

227

74

100

136

101

137

81

80

81

Cancelled Ops - Breaches of < 28day
readmission guaruntee

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Cancelled Ops - Breaches <=5
day offer of new date

0.00%

9.09%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.26%

0.00% 11.11%

0.00%

Workforce - YDH Group

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

Number of Compliments

Sickness Absence

3.43%

2.87%

3.06%

2.85%

2.43%

2.43%

2.80%

3.02%

2.92%

3.22%

3.36%

--

Annual Appraisal

88.91%

90.12%

90.74%

91.76%

90.79%

91.66%

90.90%

88.43%

89.47%

89.45%

87.92%

89.22%

Mandatory Training

86.70%

88.37%

87.98%

90.15%

90.94%

88.40%

89.89%

87.19%

87.63%

88.48%

88.36%

89.71%

Staff Turnover

16.35%

16.19%

16.30%

16.38%

16.43%

16.67%

16.44%

16.16%

15.82%

16.33%

17.23%

17.09%

Finance & Monitor Score

Feb-19 Mar-19 Apr-19 May-19 Jun-19

Jul-19

Aug-19 Sep-19

Oct-19 Nov-19 Dec-19

Jan-20

I&E position distance from
plan (£m) (YTD)
% of Cost Improvement Plans
in place (YTD Achievement vs Plan)

-2.69

-1.86

73.84%

69.64%

-0.04

Trend

0.02

0.20

0.09

0.03

-0.06

-0.30

-0.55

-0.34

Trend

Trend

-0.42

75.46% 134.19% 144.73% 143.12% 130.36% 127.64% 122.15% 112.81% 109.80% 103.20%

Please note that the trust's internal targets for Labour Turnover (from 10% - 15% to 12% - 17%) and Mandatory Training (from 90% to 85%) have been
changed from July 2019. Historic data from before this point will be RAG rated against the prior set of targets for these measures.
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Mortality Rates

Safe

January 20
Latest HSMR
Nov-18 to Oct-19

Weekend
Mortality
Relative Risk

Number of
Trustwide
Deaths

Crude Mortality
Rate (Deaths /
Discharges)

0.849

0.916

78

1.78%

HSMR
Nov-17 to Oct-18

Weekend
Mortality
Relative Risk

Number of
Trustwide
Deaths

Crude Mortality
Rate (Deaths /
Discharges)

0.898

0.992

86

1.99%

January 19

Number of Inpatient Deaths

120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

-3σ

Centre Line

+3σ

Number of Deaths

HSMR Trend (Rolling 12 Month Periods)
1.30

RAG status: Achieved
The trust's HSMR was 84.9 in for the 12 month period up to
October 2019. The Trust continues to perform significantly better
than the National Average.
Further information is available in the quarterly mortality report.

Relative Risk

1.20
1.10
1.00
0.90
0.80
0.70
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Patient Falls and Pressure Ulcers

Safe
Patient Falls

100

4

69

6.31

7

January 19
Patient Falls

Number of Falls

Patient Falls rate Pressure
Patient Falls
Ulcers
Causing Harm per 1000 bed days

Patient Falls
Patient Falls rate Pressure
Causing Harm per 1000 bed days
Ulcers

70

2

Additional notes
• Patient Falls YTD:

6.60
Count
667
599

• Pressure Ulcers YTD:

43

• Pressure Ulcers YTD LY:

55

• Pressure Ulcers 6M Avg:

4.3

• Pressure Ulcers 6M Avg LY:

4.3

12
10

60

8

40

6
4

20

2
0

8
Diff

% Diff

68

+11.35%

-12
0.0

-21.82%
0.0%

RAG status: Failed, close to achievement
Targets Failed. Reason:
The total number of falls has remained consistent since May
2019.
The four falls resulting in harm in January 2020 relate to two
low and two moderate harm incidents.

Patient Falls

Patient Falls per 1000 Bed Days

Pressure Ulcers +2
14

3

12

2.5

10

2

8

1.5

6

1

4
2

0.5

0

0

Pressure Ulcers

Rate per 1000 Bed Days

• Patient Falls YTD LY:

80

0

Number of Pressure Ulcers

Patient Falls

14

Rate per 1000 Bed days

January 20

Pressure Ulcers per 1000 Bed Days
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Admissions and LOS

Responsive
Average Length of Stay (Days)
6

January 20
Elective
Admissions

5

Average
Average Non Non-Elective
Admissions Elective LOS Elective LOS

2,015

2,362

1.79

4
3

4.29

2

January 19
Elective
Admissions

1
0

Average
Average Non Non-Elective
Admissions Elective LOS Elective LOS

2,022

2,306

3.38

4.34
LOS Elective

Additional notes
• Elective Admissions YTD:

Count
20,234

• Elective Admissions YTD LY:

18,517

• Non-Elective Admissions YTD:

22,224

• Non-Elective Admissions YTD LY:

20,638

Diff

% Diff

+1,717

+9.27%

LOS Non-Elective

Admissions
2500
2250

+1,586

+7.68%

2000

• Average Elective LOS vs LY diff:

-1.6

-47.07%

1750

• Average Non-Elective LOS vs LY diff:

-0.0

-1.08%

1500
1250

RAG status: Achieved

1000

Targets Met.
Please note that the Maternity admissions are included within the
Non-Elective admissions category.

Total Elective Admissions

Non-Elective Admissions

7

Delayed Discharges

Effective
Monthly Delayed Transfers of Care Rate
4.0%

January 20
Lost Bed Days

3.5%

Number of Stranded
40%
Patients (21+ Days LOS) - Reduction
as at month end
Ambition

37

87

24

2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%

January 19
Lost Bed Days

3.0%

0.0%

Number of Stranded
40%
Patients (21+ Days LOS) - Reduction
as at month end
Ambition

--

112

DTOC Rate

-100

Additional notes
• Lost Bed Days YTD:

Count
1,306

• Lost Bed Days YTD LY:

4,247

Diff

% Diff

80

-2,941

-69.25%

60

Number of Stranded Patients
(as at the end of the reporting month)

40

RAG status: Achieved
Targets Met.

20
0

Stranded Patients (14-20 Day LOS)

Stranded Patients (21+Day LOS)

Reduction Ambition (21+Day LOS Only)
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Cancelled Operations

Responsive
Hospital non Clinical On the Day Cancellation of
Elective Operations Jan-20

January 20
On the Day
Non-Clinical
Reasons

Consultant / Clinican unavailable

YTD On the Day
Rebooked
Non-Clinical
within 28 Day
Reasons
Target

10

34

Urgent
Cancellations

100.00%

Equipment failure / unavailable
Insufficent session time / session overrun

7

No beds available

January 19
On the Day
Non-Clinical
Reasons

YTD On the Day
Rebooked
Non-Clinical
within 28 Day
Reasons
Target

9

69

TCI / Appointment rescheduled - requires
alternative clinican

Urgent
Cancellations

100.00%

TCI / Appointment rescheduled - requires
alternative session / clinic

0

3

Additional notes
Note: For any elective operation cancelled by the trust on the
day of the operation/admission, an offer of a new date must be
within 28 days of the cancelled operation date.

1

2

3

Number of Cancelled Operations
35
30
25
20
15
10

RAG Status: Achieved

5
0

Targets Met.
All Urgent Operations cancelled were rescheduled and
completed within 5 days of cancellation date.

On the Day - Cancelled Operations

9

Diagnostic Waits

Responsive
Diagnostic 6 Week Waits %
100%

January 20

98%

Overall Diagnostic 6 Week Waits

99.19%

96%
94%

(Target 99.0%)

92%
90%

Additional notes
The area with the lowest diagnostics performance was:
Physiological Measurement %

Diagnostic 6 Week Waits %
DM01 % - Trajectory

97.24%

Target
DM01 Recovery Trajectory

Diagnostic Waits by Type of Test
100%

RAG status: Achieved

95%

Targets Met.

90%

The national Diagnostics 6 week wait position was
96.90% in October 2019.

85%
80%
75%
70%

Imaging %

Physiological Measurement %

Endoscopy %

10

Cancer Performance

2 Week Cancer Targets

Responsive

100%

December 19

90%

2 Week Suspected Cancer

2 Week Exhibited Breast
Cancer Symptoms

95.41%

92.11%

(National Target - 93.00%) (National Target - 93.00%)

80%
70%
60%

31 Day Treatment First

62 Day Treatment Standard

97.98%

89.15%

(National Target - 96.00%) (National Target - 85.00%)

2WW Breast

2WW Suspected Cancer

19/20 2WW Suspected Cancer Trajectory

62 Day Treatment Standard
100%
95%
90%
85%

RAG status: Failed, close to achievement

80%

Targets Failed. Reason:

75%

The failure of the breast symptomatic target was due
to patient choice breaches.

65%

70%
60%

Work continues within the Trust and with System
partners to manage the ongoing rising demand.
62 Day Treatment Standard

19/20 62 Day Treatment Standard Trajectory
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Outpatients Transformation
2019/20 YTD

Responsive
Number of Outpatient Attendances
20000

Total Outpatients
Activity

Outpatient Procedures
Proportion

Virtual Clinic Activity
Proportion

16000

172100

15.94%

5.2%

12000

ASI Rate

Average Wait to First
OP (Weeks)

DNA Rate

29.23%

10.77

5.12%

8000
4000
0

All Appointment
Cancellations

Patient Cancellations

Trust Cancellations

28.08%

11.50%

16.58%

Comments
Please note that 'Virtual' Clinic activity includes Telephone follow-up clinics.
- Patient Initiated Follow-Ups (PIFU) now in place for all specialities & being
reported on.
- Demonstrations and Action Planning sessions held with Synertec, Dr Doctor &
Medio to progress the initiatives that will be part of the Digital Roadmap 2020/21.
- On-site review of check-in kiosks and their use & identification of future
enhancements, held with Jayex.
- Further enhancements made to Dr Doctor service to enable 100% text/email
confirmation & reminder messages to be sent along with the launch of an
improved Empty Slot Report to improve utilisation rate.
− Review of Polling Ranges, Wait Times and the DOS, to reduce ASI rate. All plans
and initiatives to compliment the Trust’s Digital Strategy and vice-versa.
− Expand the scope of the Dr Doctor functionality e.g. short notice cancellations
(coverage of reminder and confirmation messages now at 100%).

New OP Attendances

Follow-Up OP Attendances

Proportion of Virtual Clinic Activity
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

Virtual Clinic Activity %
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New to Follow up Ratio
2.5

January 20
New to Follow up New Appointments
Attended
Ratio

Follow up Appointments
Attended

5,417

11,836

1.7

New to Follow up New Appointments
Attended
Ratio

Follow up Appointments
Attended

5,180

Additional notes

1.5

11,684

• New Appointments YTD LY:

48,670

• Follow up Appointments YTD:

108,766

• Follow up Appointments YTD LY:

108,341

Diff

New to Follow up ratio

Apr 2018 to Jan 2019 - 1st to Follow Up Ratio by Speciality

% Diff

16000

+1,986 +4.08%
+425

+0.39%

New to Follow up Ratio 6M Avg

6

14000

5

12000

4

10000
8000

3

6000

2

4000

1

2000
0

New to Follow up Ratio

• New Appointments YTD:

Count
50,656

Comments

2.1
1.9

January 19

1 : 2.26

2.3

Attendances

1 : 2.18

New : Follow up Ratio

0

New

Follow Up

Rate
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ED Transformation

Responsive
A&E 4 Hour Performance - All Attendances
100%

January 20
A&E 4 Hour
Performance

Total A&E Attendances

Average A&E
Attendances per day

93.28%

4820

155.48

Year on Year
A&E Growth

Attendances resulting in
an Inpatient stay

12 Hour Trolley Waits

7.40%

33.73%

0

Median Time to Triage
(hh:mm)

Median Time to
Treatment (hh:mm)

Median Time in Emergency
Department (hh:mm)

00:10

00:54

02:59

Ambulance Handovers Number of Ambulance
Performance
Handovers

100.00%

1638

98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%

4Hr Performance

Avg A&E Attendances per day

Average Ambulance
Arrivals

200

51.16

150

Comments
Although the trust failed to meet the national standard of 95% in January, the
trust is currently the best performing trust in the South West and is the
second best performer in England.
For comparison, the national average 4 hour wait performance in January was
71.2%.

6 Month Moving Average

100
50
0

Avg A&E Attendances per day

Avg Ambulance Arrivals per day

Avg Emergency Admissions Per Day
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Unnecessary ED Attendances

Responsive

January 20
Number of A&E Number of Unnecessary
A&E Attendances
Attendances

4820

% of Unnecessary A&E
Attendances

763

15.83%

1200

January 19

25.00%

1000

Number of A&E Number of Unnecessary
A&E Attendances
Attendances

4553

Unnecessary A&E Attendances

% of Unnecessary A&E
Attendances

680

20.00%

800

15.00%

600

14.94%

10.00%

400

Additional notes
• Unnecessary A&E Attendances YTD:
• Unnecessary A&E Attendances YTD LY:

Count
9,519
7,923

• A&E Attendances YTD:

49,810

• A&E Attendances YTD LY:

46,379

Diff

% Diff

+1,596 +16.77%

5.00%

200

0.00%

0

+3,431 +7.40%
Number of Unnecessary Attendances

% Unnecessary Attendances

Comments
Nationally, unnecessary A&E attendances have been defined as the
"First attendance with some recorded treatments or investigations all
of which may have been reasonably provided by a GP, followed by
discharge home or to GP care."
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Friends and Family Test
January 20

Friends and Family Test Inpatient / ED / Maternity Response to
'Extremely Likely' and 'Likely' to recommend YDH
100%

Overall Response
Rate

Extremely Likely / Likely
to Recommend

15.23%

99.41%

80%

13.1%

12.3% 12.0%

11.3%

10.7%

10.1%

12.8% 18.2% 16.2% 16.8% 14.2% 13.0%

11.1%

60%
40%

January 19

88.7% 85.7%
88.4%
80.5% 80.7% 83.7% 86.5% 87.3%
79.9% 81.0% 80.5% 83.6% 84.9%

20%

Extremely Likely / Likely
to Recommend

13.04%

93.59%

0%

% Extremely Likely

Additional notes
• Number of Respondants YTD:

Count
7,428

• Number of Respondants YTD LY:

8,913

Diff

% Diff

-1,485 -16.66%

% Likely

Friends and Family Test % of Inpatient / ED / Maternity
Responses

7000

20%

6000
15%

5000

Comments
From April 2015, the Friends and Family Test was extended to
include Outpatients, Daycases and children.

4000
3000

4680

2000
1000
0

702

4199

399

4928 5212 5307 4936 5151 4780 4847 5049 4709 5035 4731

10%
5%

818

460

488

No of Respondants

834

795

942

778

No of no response

862

788

631

850

Response rate (%)

Overall Response
Rate

0%

Response Rate
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Vacancies Being Recruited to - YDH Group
Vacancies being recruited to (FTE)

Nov-19

Dec-19

Jan-20

Additional Clinical Services

2.5

6.0

0.0

Additional Prof Scientific & Technical

0.0

0.0

0.0

Admin & Clerical

17.5

7.0

7.4

Allied Health Professionals

1.6

6.0

3.0

Ancillary

0.0

0.0

0.0

Estates

0.0

0.0

0.0

HCA's

14.0

11.0

9.0

Medical

6.8

16.0

13.0

Medical Training

1.0

1.0

0.0

Senior Managers

0.0

1.0

1.4

SSL

6.5

3.0

2.5

DCUK

1.0

2.0

1.0

Specialist Nursing / Band 6

8.0

3.0

2.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Childrens

2.0

2.0

2.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Ward Areas

0.0

0.0

1.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - EAU / ED

1.0

0.0

0.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - ICU

0.0

2.0

0.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Outpatients

0.0

0.0

1.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Midwifery

0.0

0.0

0.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Theatres

4.0

3.0

3.0

Nursing and Midwifery (Band 5 And Below) - Total

7.0

7.0

7.0

Total

65.9

63.0

46.3

Well Led
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Turnover

Well Led
Labour Turnover - YDH Only
25.0%

January 20

20.0%

YDH Group

17.09%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

17.24% 33.90% 14.51% 15.67%

10.0%
5.0%

January 19
YDH Group

16.71%

15.0%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

16.30% 18.18% 21.29% 14.66%

Additional notes
• Group Turnover:
• Group Turnover LY:

Achievement
17.09%
--

• YDH Turnover:

17.24%

• YDH Turnover LY:

16.30%

Diff
-0.94%

Comments
Turnover has gradually improved in response to interventions
and delivering on our response plan.
From July 2019 onwards, the trust's internal labour turnover
target has changed to be within 12% - 17%.

0.0%

YDH Turnover

Target Lower Limit

Taget Upper Limit

Rolling Turnover by Skills Group
Additional Clinical Services
Additional Prof Sci & Tech
Admin & Clerical
Allied Health Professionals
Ancillary
Medical & Dental
Non-Registered Nursing
Nursing & Midwifery Reg
Senior Managers
SSL
SHS
DCUK
0%

5%
Jan-18

10%
Jan-19

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Jan-20

18

Absence

Well Led
Absence vs Target
5.0%

December 19

4.0%

YDH Group

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

3.0%

3.36%

3.01%

9.42%

4.12%

3.75%

2.0%
1.0%

December 18
YDH Group

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

3.15%

3.05%

6.62%

3.86%

2.53%

Additional notes
• Group Absence:

Count
3.36%

• Group Absence LY:

3.15%

• YDH Absence:

3.01%

• YDH Absence LY:

3.05%

Diff
0.21%
-0.04%

Comments
The national average absence rate for acute trusts is 4.36%.
An increased sickness rate in January is expected due to
winter coughs and colds.
Please note that the Absence figures only relate to sickness
absence, and is reported one month in arrears.

0.0%

YDH Absence

Target

Absence by Skills Group
Additional Clinical Services
Additional Prof Sci & Tech
Admin & Clerical
Allied Health Professionals
Ancillary
Medical & Dental
Non-Registered Nursing
Nursing & Midwifery Reg
Senior Managers
SSL
SHS
DCUK
0%

2%
Dec-17

4%
Dec-18

6%

8%

10%

Dec-19

19

Mandatory Training

Well Led
Mandatory Training vs Target - YDH Only
100%

January 20
YDH Group

89.71%

90%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

90.69% 93.89% 80.20% 92.51%

86.81%

70%
60%

January 19
YDH Group

80%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

50%

87.31% 92.38% 81.41% 88.62%

Additional notes
• Group Mandatory Training:

Count
89.71%

• Group Mandatory Training

86.81%

• YDH Mandatory Training:

90.69%

• YDH Mandatory Training LY:

87.31%

Diff
2.90%
3.38%

Comments
All staff that are out of date with their training are followed up
and booked onto a training date. Staff who do not attend one
are reported to their line manager.
From July 2019, the trust's internal mandatory training target
has been changed from 90% to 85%.

YDH Mandatory Training

Target

Mandatory Training Nonachievement by Skills Group
Additional Clinical Services
Additional Prof Sci & Tech
Admin & Clerical
Allied Health Professionals
Ancillary
Medical & Dental
Non-Registered Nursing
Nursing & Midwifery Reg
Senior Managers
SSL
SHS
DCUK
0%

5%

10%

15%

Jan-18

Jan-19

Jan-20

20%

25%

30%
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Mandatory Training Elements

Well Led
Mandatory Training Elements vs Target - YDH Only

January 20
Overall
Achievement

Conflict

Equality

89.71%

92.51%

91.89%

Fire

Infection Control

Information
Governance

93.78%

88.73%

83.94%

Manual Handling

Prevent

Resus

91.16%

88.92%

79.74%

Childrens
Safeguarding

Adults Safeguarding

89.92%

93.32%

Comments
Please note that the trust's target for mandatory training is 85%,
with the safeguarding elements benchmarked against a 90%
target.
There had been a significant effort to improve compliance and
this is beginning to show dividends.

Conflict
Equality
Fire
Infection Control
Information Governance
Manual Handling
Prevent
Resus
Adults Safeguarding
Childrens Safeguarding
50%

60%
Jan-19

70%

80%

90%

100%

Jan-20
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Safeguarding Training

Well Led
Childrens Safeguarding Achievement vs Target - YDH Only
100%

January 20

90%

Childrens
Safeguarding

Adults Safeguarding

89.92%

93.32%

Childrens
Safeguarding Level 1

Childrens
Safeguarding Level 2

Childrens
Safeguarding Level 3

93.12%

91.37%

80.12%

80%
70%
60%
50%

YDH Childrens Safeguarding Achievement

Additional notes

Achievement

• Childrens Safeguarding Level 1 - YDH

93.48%

• Childrens Safeguarding Level 2 - YDH

91.25%

• Childrens Safeguarding Level 3 - YDH

80.12%

• Childrens Safeguarding Level 1 - DCUK

88.89%

• Childrens Safeguarding Level 2 - DCUK

95.12%

• Adults Safeguarding - YDH

95.17%

• Adults Safeguarding - DCUK

98.00%

Target

Adults Safeguarding Achievement vs Target - YDH Only
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%

Comments
Please note that the trusts contractual target for safeguarding
training compliance is 90%.

50%

YDH Adults Safeguarding Achievement

Target
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Appraisals

Well Led
Appraisals vs Target - YDH Only
100%

January 20

90%

YDH Group

89.22%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

88.50% 87.76% 93.27% 90.14%

70%
60%

January 19
YDH Group

89.97%

80%

YDH

DCUK

SHS

SSL

50%

89.51% 98.21% 84.19% 98.21%

Additional notes
• Group Appraisals:

Count
89.22%

• Group Appraisals LY:

89.97%

• YDH Appraisals:

88.50%

• YDH Appraisals LY:

89.51%

Diff
-0.75%
-1.01%

Comments
The YDH Group 12 month appraisals achievement in January
was 68.6%.
Following the trust's staff survey results, a complete overhaul
of our appraisal process is being undertaken.

YDH Appraisals Achievement

Target

Appraisals by Skills Group
Additional Clinical Services
Additional Prof Sci & Tech
Admin & Clerical
Allied Health Professionals
Ancillary
Medical & Dental
Non-Registered Nursing
Nursing & Midwifery Reg
Senior Managers
SSL
SHS
DCUK
0%

20%
Jan-18

40%
Jan-19

60%

80%

100%

Jan-20
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Appendix A - Slide Index

Appendix

Slide Index
1) Title Slide

16) Friends and Family Test

2) Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators

17) Vacancies Being Recruited to - YDH Group

3) Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators (2)

18) Staff Turnover

4) Outcome, Safety & Workforce Indicators (3)

19) Absence

5) Mortality Rates

20) Mandatory Training

6) Patient Falls and Pressure Ulcers

21) Mandatory Training Elements

7) Admissions and Length of Stay

22) Safeguarding Training

8) Delayed Discharges

23) Appraisals

9) Cancelled Operations
10) Diagnostic Waits
11) Cancer Performance
12) Outpatients Transformation
13) First to Follow up Ratio
14) ED Transformation
15) Unnecessary ED Attendances
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Appendix - Terms

HSMR

Weighted risk of mortality against national average

[Hospital standardised mortality
ratio]

I&E

Income & Expenditure

CIP

Cost improvement plan

F&F

Friends and Family

RTT targets

% patients that started consultant-led treatment within 15/18 weeks
(admitted / non-admitted patient) (complete / incomplete pathway)

1st to follow up

Ratio – number of follow up appointments to 1st appointment

Ambulance handover

Time it takes from when ambulance arrives to when we accept the
patient into A&E

DNA

Did not attend
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Dec 2019
Yeovil Hospital

Friends and Family Test Feedback
We would like you to think about your experience in the ward where you spent the most time during this stay.
How likely are you to recommend our ward to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment?
The boxes below show the number of responses in each category for Yeovil Hospital, in Dec 2019.
Extremely likely

Likely

Online responses

Neither

Unlikely

Extremely unlikely

Don't know

Paper responses

798

TOTAL

993

The charts below show how likely respondents said the were to recommend Yeovil Hospital to their friends and
family in Dec 2019.
87%

Extremely likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Extremely unlikely

Don't know

extremely/
likely

98%

Yeovil Hospital

The following chart shows the proportion of respondents who said that they would be Extremely likely/Likely to
recommend the hospital to their friends and family, over the past 24 months.

FFT Likely To Recommend

Events

Mean

Lower

Upper

Outlier

Dec-19 (993)

Nov-19 (1140)

Oct-19 (1416)

Sep-19 (1150)

Aug-19 (1300)

Jul-19 (1204)

Jun-19 (1365)

May-19 (984)

Apr-19 (1000)

Mar-19 (1086)

Feb-19 (523)

Jan-19 (933)

Dec-18 (1165)

Nov-18 (1395)

Oct-18 (1406)

Sep-18 (1247)

Aug - 18 (1177)

Jul-18 (1263)

Jun-18 (1097)

May-18 (1340)

Apr-18 (1246)

Mar-18 (1288)

Feb-18 (788)

Jan-18 (1074)

99%
97%
95%
93%
91%
89%
87%
85%

Run
Base: All respondents

Dec 2019

Page 2

Patients were asked to rate various elements of their experience using a scale of 5=Totally to 1=Not at all.
Were you treated with dignity and respect? (957)

4.9

Were you treated with kindness and compassion by the
staff looking after you? (955)

4.9

Was the location clean? (959)

4.9

Did you feel involved enough in decisions made about you?
(958)

4.8

Did you receive timely information about your care and
treatment? (956)

4.8

Base: All respondents

Demographic breakdown
Patient type

Ethnic group

The patient

White

90%

97%

Mixed / Multiple Ethnic Groups 1%
Asian / Asian British 1%

A carer 3%

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British
A family member

7%

Other Ethnic Group

1%
Base: All respondents, Dec 2019 (945)

Base: All respondents, Dec 2019 (939)

Age

Disability

015 2%
5%
1624
11%
2534
10%
3544
11%
4554
15%
5564
20%
6574
19%
7584
85+
7%

A longstanding illness

33%
15%

A longstanding physical condition
Deafness or severe hearing impairment
A mental health condition

10%
6%

Blind or partially sighted 2%
A learning disability
I do not have a longstanding condition
Base: All respondents, Dec 2019 (938)

Gender

38%

Male
Female

62%

Base: All respondents, Dec 2019 (956)

Base: All respondents, Dec 2019 (807)

Jan 2020
Yeovil Hospital

Friends and Family Test Feedback
We would like you to think about your experience in the ward where you spent the most time during this stay.
How likely are you to recommend our ward to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment?
The boxes below show the number of responses in each category for Yeovil Hospital, in Jan 2020.
Extremely likely

Likely

Neither

Unlikely

Extremely unlikely

Don't know

1151

135

0

1

5

3

Online responses

435

Paper responses

886

TOTAL

1321

The charts below show how likely respondents said the were to recommend Yeovil Hospital to their friends and
family in Jan 2020.
89%

10%
Very good

Good

Yeovil Hospital

Neither good nor poor

Poor

Very poor

99%

Don't know

extremely/
likely

The following chart shows the proportion of respondents who said that they would be Extremely likely/Likely to
recommend the hospital to their friends and family, over the past 24 months.

Base: All respondents

Jan 2020

Page 2

Patients were asked to rate various elements of their experience using a scale of 5=Totally to 1=Not at all.
5.0

staff looking after you? (1255)
Were you treated with dignity and respect? (1260)

5.0

Was the location clean? (1258)

4.9
4.9

(1250)

4.8

treatment? (1250)

Base: All respondents

Demographic breakdown
Patient type

Ethnic group

The patient

98%

White

91%

Mixed / Multiple Ethnic Groups 1%
Asian / Asian British 1%

A carer 1%

Black / African / Caribbean / Black British
A family member

8%

Other Ethnic Group
Base: All respondents, Jan 2020 (1241)

Base: All respondents, Jan 2020 (1231)

Age

Disability

015 1%
1624
5%
2534
14%
3544
9%
4554
10%
5564
16%
6574
22%
7584
18%
85+
7%

A longstanding illness

29%
12%

A longstanding physical condition

10%

Deafness or severe hearing impairment
A mental health condition

6%

A learning disability 1%
Blind or partially sighted 1%
I do not have a longstanding condition
Base: All respondents, Jan 2020 (1226)

Gender

37%

Male
Female

63%

Base: All respondents, Jan 2020 (1255)

55%
Base: All respondents, Jan 2020 (1075)

MEMBERSHIP AND COMMUNICATIONS WORKING GROUP
Draft Minutes of the Membership and Communications Working Group held on
9 January 2020 at Yeovil District Hospital
Present:

Tony Robinson
Mick Beales
David Recardo
Faye Purbrick

Public Governor [Chair]
Public Governor
Appointed Governor
Appointed Governor

In Attendance:

Ben Edgar-Attwell
Simon Blackburn

Company Secretary
Associate Director of Communications

Apologies:

Nigel Stone
Sue Brown
Janette Cronie

Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor

Ref:
321920

No:
1
1.1

331920

2
2.1

341920

Action
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Tony Robinson welcomed those present to the meeting and apologies were noted
as above. Ben Edgar-Attwell advised that the Engaging the Community Update
would take the form of a verbal update rather than as a presentation.
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 10 OCTOBER 2019
The minutes of the meeting held on 10 October 2019 were approved as a true
and accurate record subject to a small correction on the date in item 2.

3
3.1

ACTION LOG REVIEW AND MATTERS ARISING
The action log was reviewed where the following was discussed in more detail:

3.2

Action 17-1920, 7.1: The Governors’ Portal was live and in place. Ben EdgarAttwell said that good feedback had been received. Tony Robinson suggested
that it would be useful to provide the ability to include feedback reports following
any Governor Walkarounds; this may be of interest to the other governors. Faye
Purbrick said this could be extended to those who attend the Board of Directors
meetings. Ben Edgar-Attwell suggested that this could be included in the
Governor Briefings and that governors could submit a report for inclusion. David
Recardo said he had previously visited the pharmacy department and observed
the dispensing robot. Sue Brown said she had had feedback received from
members of the public about dispensing delays during discharge from hospital.
Ben Edgar-Attwell asked about what the governors did when they were asked
questions from the members of the public for which they were unsure of the
answer. He wished to reiterate that both he and communications team were
available to assist and provide support if there is any uncertainty.

3.3

Action 24-1920, 4.1: Ben Edgar-Attwell said a number of reconfiguration elements
were planned for the membership database over the coming weeks.

3.4

Action 24-1920, 4.3: A request was made for the AGM Our Year summary to be
uploaded to the Governors’ Portal. Ben Edgar-Attwell agreed to upload this under
the Useful Information section.

3.5

Action 24-1920, 4.5: The engagement with nursing homes action required input
from the Deputy Director of Elective Care. Due to winter escalation, this has not
yet progressed. It was clarified that this should be residential and not nursing
homes. Simon Blackburn questioned what outputs were being sought from this

BEA

BEA

BEA

engagement; he suggested that the staff within these organisations may be the
more valid voice to capture rather than residents themselves. Mick Beales
suggested that the Trust could link in with the Somerset Voluntary, Community
and Social Enterprise Strategic Forum. Simon Blackburn suggested a mapping
exercise across the local area and how the Trust could target potential new
members.
3.6

3.7

351920

Action 24-1920, 4.6: Ben Edgar-Attwell advised that the survey of members on
contact methods had not progressed. David Recardo stated he believed that
postal communication rather than electronic should be the preferred method. Ben
Edgar-Attwell said that the group had previously decided to cease postal
newsletter in a drive to be paper light and to save resource. Faye Purbrick said
that more and more people are using electronic forms of communication. The
rate of electronic contact methods compared to postal is however low. Ben
Edgar-Attwell explained that postal governor voting packs are sent for those
where an electronic form of communication is not held. There is potential to
include information for this to increase the number of email addresses held. This
would be explored.
Action 28-1920, 8.3: Tony Robinson said that he had emailed the Yeovilton
Community Officer for the exploration of a governor and membership stand at
Yeovilton Family Days. A response was awaited. Faye Purbrick said there was a
place within Wyndham Park which acted as community centre and this could be
explored as a potential venue for promotion of membership. Simon Blackburn
said that he could link in with the PR teams at Yeovilton. Faye Purbrick
suggested approaching Leonardos Helicopters to see if they could circulate
membership information. Simon Blackburn said there was ongoing work to
develop a network of local employers and it was understood that Leonardos were
not within this. He said he would check this and what avenues could be explored.

3.8

Action 30-1920, 10.1: Mick Beales said he had contacted Radio Ninesprings to
explore options to promote the hospital. They were willing to work with YDH on
this. Simon Blackburn added he had good discussion with the teams at Radio
Ninesprings with opportunities to use the radio for proactive messages. This may
include a regular slot for the hospital and could include the governors. The radio
could be used to promote the upcoming governor elections.

4

MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS AND REVIEW OF THE PROGRESS AGAINST
THE GROUP OBJECTIVES
The group reviewed and noted the previously circulated membership statistics
report. Faye Purbrick said it was encouraging to see the rate of people asking to
be removed as a member had reduced in recent months. It would be useful to
see if this was new or long standing members.

4.1

4.2

It was noted that new members from the Governors’ Surgeries are typically over
the age of 50. The group has set an objective to target those aged 49 and below.
As such, there is an intention to do more Governors’ Surgeries within the
Women’s Hospital and on different days in outpatients.

4.3

Bearing in mind the objective to communicate through digital means and to collect
more email addresses, David Recardo pointed out that the Trust only held email
addresses for 28% of members. There was recognition that slow progress is
being made to improve this position and Ben Edgar-Attwell said he would explore
options to improve this using the next set of governor elections.

2|Page

BEA

SB

SB

361920

371920

381920

5
5.1

ENGAGING THE COMMUNITY UPDATE
Simon Blackburn said that there is an option to target different areas and groups
through Facebook targeted adverts; this has a relatively small cost. He asked if
this would be something that the governors would be interested in exploring. The
Trust had used this facility previously for the advertisement of hard to recruit
medical roles and had extremely good engagement.

5.2

Faye Purbrick said that narrowing the engagement would increase the effective
cost per click. She said there is already an active and engaged audience through
the Trust’s YDH and Maternity Facebook pages and suggested that these could
be used as a pilot and testing phase. Simon Blackburn said that this may be a
worthwhile exercise. Tony Robinson said there were local Facebook groups
which the Trust could tap into. Ben Edgar-Attwell and Simon Blackburn said that
these are used where appropriate and had been used to promote the YDH AGM
the previous year.

5.3

Faye Purbrick said the most important aspect is to get the messaging right – i.e.
what is the Trust trying to promote as the benefit of membership. Although one
benefit is accessing the NHS discounts scheme, this is not the only draw from
membership; more needs to be done on what the overall selling point of
membership itself. Tony Robinson suggested that this is being able to vote for
your local governor in the elections. Simon Blackburn said that people will want
to have the power and voice if they see things changing; there may well be more
interest as a result of the Somerset Fit for my Future programme.

6
6.1

FIT FOR MY FUTURE UPDATE
An overview of the Somerset Fit for my Future (FFMF) programme was provided;
the various aspects of the programme have been split, with the public
consultation on mental health services due to commence from the middle of
January 2020. The engagement processes for neighbourhoods and community
settings of care is also due to commence in January.

6.2

There are a series of events taking place across the county and there is a need to
get feedback and thoughts from members of the public. The governors can play
a role in getting this feedback through the Flexible Friends role. David Recardo
agreed that this would be a helpful exercise for governors to encourage people to
be engaged. Simon Blackburn said that he would circulate the Flexible Friends
role description to Governors and what would be required. This would not be
about providing answers but about facilitating the feedback from members of the
public. It was suggested that Tony Robinson, as Chair of the Membership and
Communications Working Group, could provide a covering message to be sent to
Governors encouraging them to be involved in the process. This would be
circulated in due course bearing in mind the consultation and engagement
processes were due to begin imminently.

7
7.1

IDEAS FOR FUTURE EVENTS
Mick Beales advised that it was not clear whether the St Margaret’s Hospice
Summer Fete would take place this year bearing in mind the recent closure of the
inpatient ward. The date is provisionally scheduled for 9 May 2020. Ben EdgarAttwell said it would be helpful to know of any developments as soon as they are
available.

7.2

It was agreed that the governors would attend the Yeovil National Play Day event
in Ninesprings Park following the successes of the previous year.
David Recardo said a planned event was due to place on VE Day in 2020 at
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SB/TR

7.3

Mudford Recreation Centre on 8 May 2020. This would be a good opportunity to
have a stand and promote the hospital and membership. Bearing in mind the fact
that the St Margaret’s Hospice Summer Fete and the VE Day celebrations were
on the same weekend, there was discussion on which event to attend or whether
both events should be attended. Ben Edgar-Attwell advised that considering the
Academy staff help out with the stand at the weekends it may not be possible to
attend both events with the activities etc. It was suggested that the VE Day event
may be more beneficial. David Recardo agreed to send Ben Edgar-Attwell further
information when available.
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8
8.1

IDEAS FOR INCLUSION AT THE NEXT COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
It was noted that the majority of items would be raised at the Council of
Governors through the usual reporting methods.

401920

9
9.1

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
David Recardo said that communication methods could be improved following a
patient being added to the waiting list. He provided an example of recent
experience. Ben Edgar-Attwell said he would speak to the relevant team about
the suggestion to provide an overview of waiting times at the point of being listed
for surgery.

411920

10
10.1

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 2 April 2020, MR6, Level 1, YDH
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BEA

STRATEGY AND PERFORMANCE WORKING GROUP
Minutes of the Strategy and Performance held on
9 January 2020 at Yeovil District Hospital
Present:

Alison Whitman
Paul von der Heyde
Tony Robinson
Virginia Membrey
Alan Harrison
Roger Wharton
Jennie Flory
Peter Shorland

Public Governor [Chair]
Chairman
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor
Public Governor

In Attendance:

Shelagh Meldrum
Ben Edgar-Attwell

Deputy Chief Executive/Chief Nurse
Company Secretary

Apologies:

Jonathan Higman
Paul Porter
Nigel Stone

Chief Executive
Staff Governor
Public Governor

Ref:
341920

No:
1
1.1

351920

2
2.1

361920

3
3.1

371920

Action
WELCOME AND APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE
Alison Whitman welcomed everyone present to the meeting. Apologies for
absence were noted as above. In Jonathan Higman absence, Shelagh Meldrum
was attending the meeting.
DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
Jennie Flory advised that she was Chair of Mind in Somerset, a charity to
provide services and support to those affected by mental illness. No other
declaration of interest were made in relation to items on the agenda.
NOTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON 10 OCTOBER 2019 AND TO DISCUSS
ANY MATTERS ARISING
The notes of the previous meeting held on 10 October 2019 were approved as a
true and accurate record.

3.2

Alison Whitman asked about business continuity planning for the EU Exit.
Shelagh Meldrum said that this now formed part of the business as usual
planning processes and actions were in place to ensure continuity of services.
Virginia Membrey said she understood there had been an impact on receiving
the flu vaccination because of the EU Exit. Shelagh Meldrum said there was not
a shortage of the drugs but there had been a small number of process delays.
This is not as a direct result of the EU Exit. Alan Harrison asked whether there
had been an increase in the number of A&E attendances because of the delays.
Shelagh Meldrum said there was no noticeable increase and that only a small
cohort of people are entitled to a free vaccination. Alison Whitman noted that
the staff vaccination uptake was encouraging. Shelagh Meldrum agreed, adding
there had been a good surge in uptake in recent weeks. There is a large
variance in staff uptake for the vaccination across the county.

4
4.1

PROGRESS AGAINST AND REVIEW OF THE GROUP’S OBJECTIVES
The members of the working group reviewed progress against the group’s
objectives. A number of amendments to the wording of the objectives were
considered, including clearly outlining the governors’ roles in reviewing the
development of the Trust’s strategic objectives and priorities and clarifying their

responsibilities on reviewing progress against the developing Somerset Long
Term Plan. Following a comment made by Alan Harrison, an additional point
would be included to ensure that the Dorset population is suitably observed
bearing in mind Dorset patients account for a significant portion of the Trust’s
catchment. Alongside this, updates on the Long Term Plan and the
development of the Somerset Integrated Care System would be reported to the
full Council of Governors.

381920
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BEA

4.2

Ben Edgar-Attwell agreed to make these amendments.

5
5.1

REVIEW OF NHS INCOME
Ben Edgar-Attwell spoke to the circulated report outlining the Trust’s non-NHS
income position following discussion at a recent Council of Governors meeting.
In line with the guidance for foundation trust governors, updates on non-NHS
income are to be received and any proposals to increase the proportion of the
Trust’s income earned by non-NHS work by 5% or more should be reviewed and
approved by the Council of Governors.

5.2

The paper outlined that non-NHS income for 2019/20 is forecast to be 8% of
turnover and was on a decreasing trend from previous years (9% in 2018/19 and
12% in 2017/18). This is largely because of additional national support funding
being received. There are no proposals to increase non-NHS income by 5% or
more from the existing threshold.

6
6.1

EXECUTIVE UPDATE
Shelagh Meldrum explained that the last quarter had been extremely challenging
operationally with continued growth in demand compared to the previous year.
A&E attendances in November 2019 were up 7.5% compared to November
2018. Despite this, YDH is one of only two hospitals who are achieving the fourhour standard in 2019/20 year-to-date.

6.2

The Trust has received notification of the allocation of additional capital monies,
amounting to £1.2million, for the expansion of the emergency department and
improvements to the Child and Adolescent Mental Health Service assessment
room. This expansion will include the reconfiguration of the pathology area.
Paul von der Heyde said that this expansion had been carefully considered to
ensure that it is “future proofed” and considers the wider estates strategy. There
is a requirement to spend the funding within this financial year.

6.3

Tony Robinson asked about progress with the proposed day case unit. Shelagh
Meldrum said that this project had been recognised and supported by the
Somerset Sustainability and Transformation Partnership (STP). The unit would
also facilitate the vital further expansion of the emergency department through
the relocation of day theatres. Paul von der Heyde said the proposed unit
aligns with the strategic plans for the Somerset Integrated Care System. Tony
Robinson noted the recent national recognition of the need for more acute
hospital beds; he asked if the unit could provide additional capacity. Shelagh
Meldrum said that the consensus is for the unit to be closer to the hospital with a
link between the buildings. This decision has not yet been confirmed. The unit
would need to be future proofed bearing in mind the continued increases in
demand and the support YDH is providing to other providers – an example of
this follows on from the regulators suggestion for Royal Bournemouth Hospitals
to approach YDH for additional support in elective care.

6.4

Shelagh Meldrum explained that due to the increasing number of A&E
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attendances, the ED unit would shortly be deemed as a medium sized ED; this
in itself is unusual for a small district hospital. There are significant constraints in
the space of the unit in its current form.

401920

6.5

Tony Robinson asked if the NHS centre provides forecasting levels for clinical
activity over the next five to ten years. Shelagh Meldrum said that there is some
modelling although the more interesting aspect is the change in how treatments
are provided. Some new treatments require more follow up care for monitoring
etc. This requires more investment and resource.

7
7.1

FIT FOR MY FUTURE UPDATE
Shelagh Meldrum spoke to the previously circulated Fit for my Future (FFMF)
slides, which provided an overview of the programme of work to date on how
models of care could be delivered differently, within communities and as close to
home as possible. This will include shifting the focus towards prevention, the
promotion of positive health and wellbeing, moving towards integrated, holistic
services based on the needs of the individual, recognising the importance of
mental health, and shifting resources from hospital inpatient services towards
community based services. Paul von der Heyde wished to clarify that the
proposals being presented by the programme were not pre-empting the results
with public engagement and consultation taking place prior to any decisions
being taken. There had been delays in the programme for a variety of reasons,
including the recent General Election Purdah period.

7.2

Roger Wharton noted the recent reduction in public health funding and asked
whether this would have an impact on service provision etc. Shelagh Meldrum
said the concept of the ICS, which will include the County Council and public
health, will improve sight of all health elements and reduce silo working. A
joined up approach can be taken on the development of services for the
Somerset and Dorset population. Paul von der Heyde said that this joined up
approach was not a new concept and followed on from the original Symphony
Vanguard Programme.

7.3

Early engagement on proposals had begun in Autumn 2018 where the people in
Somerset feedback that they wanted more health and care services to be
provided locally, they wanted to be in their own homes and services are currently
disjointed, confusing and do not work together.

7.4

The national direction with the Five Year Forward View and NHS Long Term
Plan signals concern around affordability and sustainability of services in the
long term, and the need to move to more community based care. There are also
national requirements for a change in how ‘same day urgent care’ is provided,
including making it easier to access mental health services. Alongside this,
services will continue to be developed in the community and within hospitals.

7.5

Subject to approval by the Somerset CCG’s Governing Body on 16 January
2020, public consultation on proposals about the future location of mental health
inpatient beds for people of working age, and public engagement on early
thinking about improvements to community-based health and care services will
commence.

7.6

With regard to the inpatient mental health services, a detailed review has taken
place over the last 12 months. This reviewed the capacity and location of beds
due to concerns about isolated units and staffing challenges. This included a
series of workshops with staff, service users, carers, voluntary sector
organisations and other stakeholders to appraise three options. A preferred
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option has been identified and will form the basis of the public consultation.

411920

7.7

Roger Wharton recognised that this piece of work was being led by the CCG; he
questioned the County Council’s involvement. Paul von der Heyde explained
that the County Council were also commissioners of services and were part of
the STP and it was about a joined up approach to service provision. The CCG
are the lead commissioners and therefore lead on completing the engagement
and consultation programmes. Primary Care is also represented through the
Primary Care Networks (PCNs), which have Clinical Directors who are forming a
primary care board. Alison Whitman asked about the drivers of PCNs. Paul von
der Heyde said that this were formed as part of the national direction of travel.
The development of PCNs and the accompanying Board will improve the
Primary Care voice within system developments.

7.8

The work programme has also been reviewing how community-based health and
care services (which includes community hospitals) and same day urgent care is
delivered and how these could work in the future. Virginia Membrey asked
whether this could result in the closure of community hospitals. Shelagh
Meldrum said that this formed part of the consultation process, which is
reviewing the level of inpatient community hospital beds. Paul von der Heyde
said that there are challenges in the recruitment of required staffing levels for
community hospitals, which had resulted in some temporary closures of
hospitals to date. There are also potential issues on ensuring the right and best
healthcare provision for patients and services users. Shelagh Meldrum added
that a review of patient pathways will take place, and how these could be further
linked together. It is important to note that no decisions have been made about
community hospitals or minor injury units. The consultation programme provides
the opportunity for services users to help shape the thinking about how services
are provided in the future.

7.9

Paul von der Heyde asked Shelagh Meldrum about the ongoing work
programmes with acute care bearing in mind the FFMF programme was split
between mental health, acute care and community health. Shelagh Meldrum
advised that from an acute perspective, there are three main workstreams being
led by the providers. This includes women and children’s services, elective
services and urgent care. With regard to women and children’s services, there
is a clear mandate in place, which will include an external review of services for
a definitive decision on patient pathways. There will also be an appraisal of how
these services are managed, with potential for joint teams across the two sites.
At present, the early pregnancy and gynaecology assessment service at
Taunton and Somerset NHS Foundation Trust (TSFT) operates over a five-day
service. A review to understand if this could be extended is underway.

7.10

For elective care, there is currently an inequality of waiting times across
Somerset. There is a need to improve parity of waiting times and that patients
are treated in a timely and chronological order. Further review of urgent care
services continues, including trauma unit services within Somerset. Paul von
der Heyde said these reviews are to ensure that patient care is high and that
resources are being appropriately used across the entire system.

8
8.1

PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD
The group reviewed the previously circulated performance dashboard. The
following was noted:

8.2

Shelagh Meldrum advised that the Trust is doing a lot of work on patient falls,
however there is acknowledgement that the hospital environment is different
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from patients’ home environment; this in itself can result in falls, as many
patients will use their own furniture whilst they are moving around. The level of
falls that result in harm remains low. The figures may also include incidents of
fainting. Root cause analysis reviews are completed for any falls resulting harm
to identify any areas of learning for dissemination.

8.3

8.4

8.5

8.6

Ambulance handover turnaround times remains extremely positive. This is
recognised as an important target for the Trust to support the wider system. On
a national level, the Trust is rated as red for handover targets; this is due to the
rating being on an improvement basis and it is extremely difficult to improve from
a consistent 99.8% position. The group noted the slight variance and increase in
the rate of “unnecessary ED attendances” within the report. This is a significant
number and is impacted by the challenges in accessing primary care services.
Referral to treatment waiting times is below the constitutional standard but above
the trajectory as agreed as part of the Operational Plan to resolve the inequality
of waiting times for services across the county. There may be an impact during
winter pressures and due to some patients choosing to delay their surgeries over
the Christmas period. There has been an increase in cancer referrals of circa
14% because of a number of national campaigns, including colorectal cancer.
Tony Robinson noted the 11% increase in elective admissions year-to-date. He
asked why there had been such a large increase. Shelagh Meldrum explained
that a portion of this was a direct result of the support provided to other
organisations, such as Dorset County Hospital.

8.7

The position with patient experience remains very positive with a low formal
complaint rate. The Trust is a national positive outlier for the low rate of formal
complaints received.

8.8

The rate of staff appraisals had dipped just below the 90% target at 89.45% due
to recent winter pressures. This is recognised as a priority for the Trust and is
expected to improve going forward.

8.9

8.10

421920

A&E performance had dropped recently although the Trust remains one of the
top performing nationally. Tony Robinson asked about performance in
December 2019 noting the report only went up to November 2019. It was
advised that the information was not yet validated. Shelagh Meldrum said that
there are potential changes may be made to the national targets over the coming
year and further updates would be provided as and when further information is
received.

9
9.1

Alison Whitman drew attention to the drop in mandatory training rate for
Symphony Healthcare Services. Ben Edgar-Attwell advised that this occurred
following a change in management within a GP practice and issues in the
evidence of completed training. This had since been reviewed and the YDH
Academy is supporting the practice in providing the required evidence.
Tony Robinson asked about the impact on cancer performance due to staff
leave and whether this was expected to continue. It was confirmed that this was
a result of short notice compassionate leave. There are national shortages for
dermatology consultants and the Trust is reviewing options on training specialist
nurses to provide additional support to the service. TSFT are unable to provide
support as it does not provide dermatology services.
IDEAS FOR INCLUSIONS AT THE NEXT COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
It was agreed that the following items would be considered for the next Council
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of Governors meeting:
• Fit for my Future update.
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10
10.1

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
Shelagh Meldrum advised that Helen Williams, Head of Midwifery, had recently
been successfully appointed to the Chief Midwife for the South West for NHS
England. She would therefore be leaving the Trust. Members of the team would
act up prior to the completion of a recruitment process.

10.2

Roger Wharton said that there were national changes being made within CCG’s
on the provision of care for the elderly. This is resulting in more work for care
homes etc. He said there might be a potential impact in the misallocation of
funding tiers leading to more admissions to hospitals.

10.3

Peter Shorland asked about progress with the residential accommodation build.
Shelagh Meldrum provided an update, explaining that the project was going well
and was intended to open towards the end of the year.

10.4

Tony Robinson asked about the Trust’s financial position. Shelagh Meldrum
said the latest draft position was in line with the Trust’s plan with the expectation
that the Trust will receive additional funding from the CCG for activity over and
above the contract. Achievement of the plan and meeting the control total would
result in the Trust being able to access the Provider Sustainability Funding and
allow the Trust to achieve a break-even position. There are however a number
of challenges to be recognised, including the risk of further escalation over the
winter period.

11
11.1

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 2 March 2020 at 12:30 in MR6, Level 1
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